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Maine Takes a Closer Look at Lung Cancer Screening to Prevent
Cancer Deaths
By Becky Pearce, MA

Public Health Challenge

At A Glance
In 2013, the US Preventive
Services Task Force (USPSTF)
issued a new recommendation
for annual lung cancer screening
with lowdose computed
tomography (LDCT) in adults
aged 55 to 80 with a history of
smoking. This includes adults
who (1) have a 30 packyear
smoking history and (2) currently
smoke or quit within the past 15
years. In 2015, the Maine
Comprehensive Cancer Control
Program (MCCCP) conducted a
survey to find out how many
health facilities offered the
screening, how many patients
were screened, and what
barriers prevented screening.

Cancer is the leading cause of death in
Maine, and lung cancer is the leading cause
of cancerrelated death in the state.
Although lung cancer death rates have
declined in Maine since 2002, they continue
to be significantly higher than the national
rate. During 2008–2010, 75.2% of lung
cancers in Maine were diagnosed at a late
stage. LDCT (versus chest xray) is better
able to detect earlystage cancer, when it
is easier to treat, and could help reduce
lung cancer death rates. However, Maine is
a largely rural state and more information
was needed to know if patients residing in
rural areas had access to LDCT screening.

Approach
The MCCCP conducted a survey to assess
the availability of LDCT lung cancer
screening in Maine, regardless of eligibility.
Fourteen facilities were surveyed on three
items: (1) the screening recommendations
used, (2) the estimated number of patients
screened, and (3) the perceived barriers to
LDCT lung cancer screening. Survey
results created a snapshot of the current
healthcare environment around screening
and were used to create a baseline of
Maine facilities providing LDCT lung cancer
screening. MCCCP will repeat the survey
each year and use the information to
maintain a current list of screening facilities
for doctors and patients.

Unfortunately, approximately 75% of new lung cancers in Maine are
diagnosed at a late stage. Screening, particularly LDCT lung cancer
screening, helps detect this disease early, when treatment can be
more effective for the residents of Maine.
 Dr. Christopher Pezzullo, State Health Officer

Results
Seventeen facilities were identified to
participate in the survey. Fourteen facilities
responded that they provided LDCT lung
cancer screening services during 2015. These
facilities conducted 1,131 LDCT lung cancer
screenings. Most (84.4%) were conducted in
the two most populated counties. The rest
were provided in five counties. The survey
also identified barriers to screening, including
limited staffing, lack of patient and provider
education, screening costs, and data reporting
requirements of the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS). Ten of the 14
responding facilities followed either CMS (six
facilities) or USPSTF (four facilities)
recommendations to determine lung cancer
screening eligibility.

What's Next
The MCCCP will continue to conduct an
annual survey of lung cancer screening
facilities in Maine, particularly those providing
LDCT lung cancer screening. As more doctors
recommend lung cancer screening for their
patients, the survey will investigate potential
disparities and screening gaps. The program
also added the optional lung cancer screening
module to the Maine Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System in 2017 to monitor lung
cancer screening rates. Lung cancer mortality
rates and incidence by stage of diagnosis will
be used to measure the impact of lung cancer
screening and to determine the future direction
of lung cancer screening in Maine.

Find Out More
The 2015 survey was the first step in
developing a more comprehensive
assessment of availability of LDCT lung
cancer screening in Maine. To increase
statewide involvement, survey results were
shared with the participants and other key
partners, including the Maine Lung Cancer
Coalition. Partners provided positive
feedback, and the MCCCP was invited to
present the survey results at the Maine
Lung Cancer Screening Summit.
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